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*do short employment stints have to be the new normal?
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“Today’s generation has trouble making 
decisions, they would rather hike in the 
Himalayas than climb the corporate ladder. 
They have few heroes, no anthem, no style 
to call their own. They crave entertainment, 
but their attention span is shorter than 
ever… They hate yuppies, hippies, and 
druggies. They postpone marriage because 
they dread divorce. They sneer at Range 
rovers, Rolexes, and Red Suspenders. What 
they hold dear are family life, local 
activism, national parks, penny loafers, and 
mountain bikes. They possess only a hazy 
sense of their own identity, but a 
monumental preoccupation with all the 
problems that the preceding generation 
will leave for them to fix.” –Time Magazine

The Me, Me, Me Generation



What’s Happening Out There?
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“Ignoring the needs of any group of people 
in a company will result in a drop in productivity 

and unhappy employees.” 
–Forbes Magazine (Oct 2017)
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From Divisive to Inclusive



Let’s Compare…
• Employee 1:  Receptionist, 26 years 

old, single mother of 2

• Employee 2:  Receptionist, 62 years 
old, single woman, facing medical 
costs in retirement

How are they similar?
How do they differ?
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From Divisive to Inclusive
Differences that are the Real Disruptors

Technology
More complex, more 
options, more opportunity 
for streamlining

Transparency
Cost sharing, compensation 
sharing

Healthcare
More competition for labor

Role Experimentation
Job crafting, being open to the 
alignment of tasks to people’s 
interests



“Coming together is a 
beginning.
Staying together is a 
progress.
Working together is a 
success.”

Edward Everett Hale-
1822-1909



Building a Cross-Functional Team



“Those who are quickest to adapt and change 
will not only survive but thrive!”

Six Building Blocks



Building Block: Culture

• The character and 
personality of your 
practice

Do you know why you 
work at the practice as 
opposed to somewhere 
else?



Building Block: Brand

It’s a unique design, sign, symbol, 
words or a combination of these 
employed in creating an image that 
identifies a product and differentiates 
it from its competitors



Building Block: Stakeholders

Internal 
stakeholders



Building Block: Your Market

External stakeholders:

Take an External view

Who do we serve? What is our patient profile?
How do we get paid?



Congruence Matters

Culture comes before Brand

The Culture is the Story and the Brand is the means by which you 
tell that story in pictures and words

…And Don’t Forget: Congruence



“Technology is just a tool.  In terms of 
getting the kids to work together and 

motivating them, the teacher is the most 
important part.”  Bill Gates

Tactics



Integration: What is Required?

The Tools for Integration

Openness
A willingness to start

Equality
A fairness in the workspace

Atmosphere of Learning
The desire to identify gaps and 
learn skills to fill them

Sense of Humor
A lightness of heart that keeps 
the whole process moving



Integration: Training Teams

Millennials know the technology
Boomers know the process



Job Crafting Considerations:



Integration: Information Goals

Information Sharing
Team Meetings
Video and Chat

Actionable + Achievable Goals



Integration: Resonance

What does the physical environment say about the practice?
Is it congruent with your values?

Trends in Benefits?
Time Off
Paying off student debts
Healthcare
Pay increases-bonuses?



Integration: Ask Questions

How you can help your staff focus on their 
strengths?



“Ignoring the needs of any group of people 
in a company will result in a drop in 

productivity and unhappy employees.” 
–Forbes Magazine (Oct 2017)




